
100cm Hallway Bench Coat Rack Stand Multifunctional Hall Shelf Entryway

RRP: $189.95

Introducing the Versatile Coat Rack with Bench: Your Stylish Solution for

a Tidy and Welcoming Home!

Are you tired of the constant disarray of coats and shoes cluttering your

home? Look no further than our stunning coat rack with bench, designed

to transform your entryway into an organized and visually pleasing space.

With its practical features and elegant design, this coat rack is a perfect

addition to any home.

1. Enjoy Comfort and Functionality: Our coat rack with bench provides

you with a comfortable seating area in the vestibule, allowing you to

comfortably put on or take off your shoes. The rack features two spacious

tiers to accommodate multiple pairs of shoes, while the hooks offer ample

hanging space for coats, hats, dog leashes, and more.

2. Modern Elegance with Rustic Touch: Combining a modern and elegant

design with rustic wood elements, this coat rack seamlessly blends into

any decor. Whether you have a large, open room or a cozy hallway, its

timeless appeal adds a touch of sophistication while providing essential

functionality.

3. Enhance Your Hallway's Organization: By placing hats and coat racks

in your hallway, you can create an organized space to hang coats and

jackets, ensuring easy access whenever you need them. Additionally, the

convenient shoe storage and bench offer a practical solution for keeping

shoes neatly arranged and providing a comfortable spot to sit while

getting ready.

Choose our versatile coat rack with bench to bring order and style to your

entryway. Bid farewell to cluttered spaces and welcome guests into a

well-organized and inviting home.

Specifications: Specifications: 

Material: Bamboo
Color: Brown
Size: 103x29x168cm
Number of Hooks: 9
Assembly required: Yes

***Note:

1. Please note that the color tone of the picture may be slightly different

from the actual product due to lighting effects, brightness/contrast

settings of the monitor, etc.

2. This size information is just for reference and is based on average only.

Please allow 1-2cm error due to manual measurement manual cutting.

3. Please don't overload the rack, otherwise it may tilt or fall down.
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